Global Planet Authority (GPA)

www.globalplanetauthority.com

The GPA team work to propagate one idea: that humanity can now enter global governance by way of our first act of global self
determination. We believe that the commonality which may lead humanity to take this step could be the protection of the biosphere now
and for the ultra long term.
WHAT An authority capable of delivering global biophysical integrity for the long term. Sitting above all organizational form, including the
nation state, it will have sufficient power to deliver its mandate including regulatory power and taxation powers. It will have the capacity to
compensate peoples negatively affected by its imposition of global biophysical boundaries. Its constitutional form will be based on the blue
print of the world’s seven geopolitical zones.
WHY Humanity has become so strong that we now have direct input into earth’s systems, that is, we now run in part, a biosphere. This is
a new reality and ceteris paribus will be a constant into the known future. All our existing organizational forms, culminating in the nation
state, were not designed for this task which involves long decision making, a dedicated skill set and global reach to protect our most
valuable global asset. Fractious, independent, hegemonic, competitive and human facing by nature, the nation state cannot be relied upon to
deliver the function of utility we now must have: a healthy biophysically intact planet. So this function must be separated out for the future
of humanity.
HOW The first act of global self determination, by way of a biometrically valid online vote for all peoples aged 13 and over. In 2022, five
billion people will be on line, allowing this act of personal sovereignty allocation to occur at the global level for the first time. Only 50m
people govern and enforce our nation state system, so at 100:1 (5bn: 50m) we are at the median of recent famous acts of self determination.
The power the people have to enforce this action is non-violent striking and non payment of tax, a power capable of surpassing the
Westphalian system of nation state sovereignty world wide.
•
We believe that our most valuable global asset, the biosphere, must be afforded specialist global protection (fit)
•
A new structure must be created with sufficient power over all human organizational form, specifically to deliver global biophysical
integrity (global environmental constitutionalism)
•
That this power must come from the global citizenship through an allocation of personal sovereignty en masse, in the first act of
global self determination (precedent, post the recent era of national constitutionalism)
WHAT WE ARE DOING
We are setting up as a UK educational charity, The Global Planet Authority Trust, whose work to spread this idea as effectively as possible.
We want to propagate an idea of empowerment and progress, that has roots in history.
1.5 minute video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9wNI2O1UV4&feature=youtu.be
The GPA already has 50 professional volunteers, including partners from EY and Deloittes, academics from Cambridge, Oxford, Exeter and
Plymouth Universities and some well known advocates: Dame Darcey Bussell, Sir Tim Smit, Professor Michael Depledge (the UK’s former
chief scientist) Annabel Croft and the Duke of Richmond and Gordon. Our first corporate sponsor is Brown Rudnick LLP, the worldwide law
firm from Boston.
A powerful and urgent opportunity for humanity.
Sir Tim Smit
I want to vote for the GPA today. Dame Darcey Bussell
We need global protection of the biosphere immediately. Annabel Croft
It is time to think beyond ourselves and our nations and join together. The Duke of Richmond and Gordon
WHAT ARE WE SEEKING
Donations….our phase one funding we are seeking is £200k and our two year program, Operation Activate, will cost £2m.
Operation activate will involve four components:
•
London office established and core team employed: strategy and collaboration
•
Build foundations of an academic profile lead by our academic team
•
Build foundations of a cultural profile, ranging from the arts to social media and sports exposure
•
Instigate first ‘capture’ of different target groups
NEXT STEPS
We can arrange a meeting at your convenience, or give a talk to a wider group.
On behalf of the GPA volunteer group,
Kind regards,

Angus Forbes
Founder
angus@globalplanetauthority.com

